Reading List for the Training in Jungian Analysis
Qualifying for Membership of IAAP

(NB! Certain literature may be updated to newer versions and thus reflect the theoretical development within the Jungian world)

References 1st year:
Ego and consciousness,
Jung, C.G.: CW 9Ii, §§ 1 – 12.
Neumann, E.: The Origins and History of Consciousness

Psychological typology,
Jung, C.G.: CW 6, Psychological Types,: Chapter 10: General Description of Types
von Franz, Marie-Louise and Hillman, James: Jung’s Typology. Spring Publications. Texas 1979 : s 1- 72
Hillman, James. The Feeling Function s 75- 148
Spoto, Angelo: Jung’s Typology in Perspective, Chiron Publications, 1995 USA.
Kbh 1996

The persona, the structure of the psyche, other theories of the ego,
Mattoon, Mary Ann: Jung and the Human Psyche, Routledge, 2006
Skogemann, Pia: Er jeg en sommerfugl, der drømmer? Jeg, bevidsthed og det ubevidste s. 65-85, Lindhardt & Ringhof, Kbh. 1992
Neumann, E.: The Origins and History of Consciousness
Jung, C.G.: CW 9I, the Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious chapter I-IV

Methods and theories of practical psychotherapy,

The shadow,
Jung, C.G.: CW 9II s 8-10: The Shadow
von Franz, Marie-Louise: Skyggen og det Onde i Eventyr. Kbh n 1993
Jung, C.G.: CW 9I s 255-272
Jung, C.G.: CW 11 page 355-470
Jacoby, Mario: Individuation and Narcissism. München 1990. s 171-75
Jacoby, Mario: Longing for Paradise, Boston 1985 : s 153- 164
Hall, James A.: The Structure of the Collective Shadows, i: Mary Ann Mattoon (ed) : The Archetype of Shadow in a Split World. Schweiz 1987 s 113-137:
Sandner, Donald: The Split Shadow and The Father -Son Relationship. i: Mary Ann Mattoon (ed) : The Archetype of Shadow in a Split World. Schweiz 1987 s 361-377
Marsanich, Grassi de: The Shadow Arcehtype in Anorexia Nervosa and Depression. i: Mary Ann Mattoon (ed): The Archetype of Shadow in a Split World. Schweiz s 261- 282

Complex theory,
Jung, C.G.: CW 8, §§ 92 - 104.

The word association test,
Jung, C.G.: CW 2, Psychoanalysis and Association Experiments
Jung, C.G.: CW 2, The Associations of Normal Subjects

Archetypes,
Jung, C.G. et al: Mennesket og dets symboler,
Jung, C.G.: CW 16, The Practice of Psychotherapy
Jung, C.G.: CW 7, The Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche,
Jung, C.G.: CW 7, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology,
Jung, C.G.: CW 9I, The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,
Jung, C.G.: Memories, Dreams and Reflections

Psychiatry
Perry, J. Christopher: Instrument til klinisk vurdering af de psykiske forsvarsmekanismer.
McWilliams, Nancy: Psychoanalytic Diagnosis, Understanding Personality Structure in the Clinical Process
Cullberg, Johan: Psychosis, Chapter 7: Neurological vulnerability factors, Chapter 8: Psychological vulnerability factors, Chapter 20: Toward a bio-psycho-social model of psychosis.
Mollon, Phil: Multiple Selves, Multiples Voices, working with Trauma, Violation and Dissociation. Chapter 1: Dissociation, Chapter 5: The effects of trauma and abuse upon internal and external object relations, belief systems and psychobiology.

Ethics.

Animus/anima and gender, Mother and father complex,

Bradway, Katrine: Gender Identity and Gender Roles. Their Place in Analytical Practice. I: Stein, Murray: Jungian Analysis, London 1984, s 275- 293 :

Interpretation of dreams,
Mattoon, Mary Ann: Understanding Dreams. (fx in a paperback version from 1991)
(original title: Applied Dream Analysis, 1978)

The Self and symbol formation,
Jung, C.G.: CW 9II, paragraphs 1 - 67, paragraphs 422 - 429,
Edinger, E.: The Aion Lectures. Pages 11 - 21, Pages 34 - 43,

Psychiatry.


Wallin, David: Attachment and psychotherapy, Attachment patterns in psychotherapy p. 191 – 256: The chapters 11 – Constructing the Developmental Crucible 12 - The Dismissing Patient: From Isolation to Intimacy, 13 – The Preoccupied Patient: Making Room for a Mind of One’s Own, 14 – The Unresolved Patient: Healing the Wounds of Trauma and Loss

Practice, technique, boundaries, couch/chair, money etc.


Haynes, jane and wiener, jan: the analyst in the counting house: Money as symbol and reality in analysis.

References 2nd year:

Developmental psychology,

Winnicott, Donald W. (1958): Through Paediatrics to Psychoanalysis; Collected Papers, Tavistock Publications. Chapter IV : Observation of Infants in a set situation, Chapter XV: Hate in the counter transference, Chapter XVIII: Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena

Baby observation with written reports,


Sidoli, Mara: When the body speaks, Archetypes in the body. Routledge 2000 Chapters 1 & 3

Theories of the interpretation of fairy tales

Jung, C.G.: CW 9.I, the Phenomenology of the Spirit in Fairy Tales (1945)


Asper, Kathrin: Ravnen i Glasbjerg (da. 1989)
Kalsched, Donald E.: The Inner World of Trauma, part II (on fairy tales), London/NewYork 1996
Skogemann, Pia: En karl var min mor, en fisk var min far, Kbh 1998

References 3rd year:
Symbolic material and its interpretation. (Dreams, alchemy, religion, mythology, synchronicity, interpretations of pictures and films.)

Greek and Nordic Mythology. Theory and case discussions

Psychology and Religion; I Ching
Stein, Murray: Some reflections on the influence of Chinese thought on Jung and his psychological theory p 209-222. JAP, Volume 50 nr. 2, April 2005

Jung and religion
Adler, Gerhard: Studies in Analytical Psychology.. Published by Hodder and Stoughton, Pages 176 – 216.

Rites de Passage - Shamanism. Theory and case examples
Jung, C.G.: Erindringer, drømme, tanker Kbh 1984, s.147- 170 Konfrontationen med det ubevidste.
Zoja, Luigi: Drugs, addiction and initiation. Daimon, 2000 ( chapters 1,2,5,7,8)

Buddhism
Goddard, D. (ed): A Buddhist Bible
Conze, E.: Buddhist Scriptures
Wu, John C.H.: The Golden Age of Zen
Watts, Alan: Zen-buddhismen
Rinpoche, Sogyal: The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying
Moacanin, Radmila: Jungs Psychology and Tibetan Buddhism
Spiegelman, J.Marvin og Miyuki, Mokusen: Buddhism and Jungian Psychology

Syncronicity and , Parapsychology
Jung, C.G.: CW 8, Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle
Stevenson, Ian: Twenty Cases Surgestive of Reincarnation
Stevenson, Ian: Where Reincarnation and Biology Intersect

Dreams and symbols
Mattoon, Mary Ann: Understanding Dreams. (Original title: Applied Dream Analysis)
Vedfelt, Ole: Drømmenes dimensjoner, København 2007

Alchemy
Jung, C.G.: CW 12 Psychology and Alchemy
Jung, C.G.: CW 16 The Psychology of the Transference p 163-326

References 4th year:
The individuation process. (Dreams, myth, maturation, wisdom, relation to the Self)

Individuation
Jung, C.G.: CW 7, Individuation pars. 266-406
Jung, C.G.: CW 9.1, Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation, pars. 489-524
Jung, C.G.: CW 9.1, A Study in the Process of Individuation, pars. 525-626


Research


Denise Ramos: Cultural Complex sand the Elaboration of Trauma from Slavery p 51-67, Montreal 2010.

Chr. Roesler: Research: Neurosciences, Genetics and Cultural theory p. 71-91, Montreal 2010

The Practice of Psychotherapy

Stein, Murray: Jung’s Treatment of Christianity. The Psychotherapy of the Religious Tradition, USA 1985, Chap. 2 pp 21-68

Complex theories and Cognitive theories
Jung, C.G.: CW 2, paragraphs 728-747, from ‘The Psychological Diagnosis of Evidence’.


Kast, Verena: Father-Daughter, Mother-Son. Freeing Ourselves from the Complexes that Bind Us, pp. 21-29, Element 1997.

Individuation and religion
Jung, C. G.: CW 7: Individuation pars. 266-406
Jung, C.G.: CW 9.1: Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation, pars. 489-524
Jung, C.G.: CW 9.1; A Study in the Process of Individuation, pars. 525-626

Individuation and the development of wisdom
Jacobi, Mario: Individuation and Narcissism, New York/Canada, Routledge, 1990

History of Psychotherapy
Jung, C.G.: CW 10, The Role of the Unconscoius.” (Über das Unbewusste), s. 3-28 (§§ 1-48).
Jung, C.G.: CW 6, Psychological Types, chap The Significance of the Uniting Symbol, s. 189-258 (§§ 318-433).

Contemporary debates in Jungian and Post-Jungian subjects
Knox, Jean: From archetypes to reflective function, JAP Volume 49, Issue 1, Pages: 1–19
Hogenson, George B.: Archetypes as action patterns volume 54, issue 3, pages 325–337
Wiener, Jan: The Therapeutic Relationship: Transference, Countertransference, and the making of Meaning, 2009, Chap 2: working in and working with the transference, Chap 3: countertransference and Imagination, Chap 4: The transference Matrix

**The 5th Year:**

Termination:

Skogemann, Pia: Psykoterapeutisk Identitet i: Psykoteraputen, 2000 (attached)


